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The finance function is changing at a dizzying rate. 

• New technologies

• New responsibilities

• New processes

These changes are raising some big talent challenges for accounts payable.

The nature of the accounts payable job, workplace, and workforce must 
change. 

And accounts payable must think differently about attracting and retaining 
talent. The skill set required for an automated environment is very different 
than what accounts payable departments looked for in job candidates in the 
past.1 Accounts payable needs staff who can excel in a digital environment 
and manage strategic, data-driven tasks. 

So how can accounts payable attract and retain the appropriate talent?

Automation is the key. 

This white paper explores the challenges accounts payable faces in attracting 
and retaining talent and explores eight ways that automation helps support the 
function’s talent strategies and create value. 

The Demand for Talent
Winning the war for talent is becoming a bigger priority for accounts payable 
departments.2 

• Thirty-eight percent of finance leaders are upskilling their accounts 
payable team.

• Twenty-nine percent of finance leaders are restructuring their accounts 
payable team. 

• Twenty-six percent of finance leaders say that training/upskilling staff is a 
budgetary priority. 

• Thirteen percent of finance leaders say that recruiting staff is a budgetary 
priority.

• Thirty-two percent of finance leaders believe that a lack of departmental 
resources is one of their biggest obstacles to achieving their accounts 
payable goals.3

1 PriceWaterhouse Coopers

2 Shared Services Link

3 Shared Services Link

Forty-eight percent of CFOs 
believe that digital technologies 

will fundamentally change finance.1

1 Accenture Strategy

48%

As finance organizations begin their 
digital transformation, most teams 
are contemplating their future.1

1 Accenture Strategy
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Additionally, more businesses recognize that the right combination of talent 
and technology are key to achieving best-in-class results. Fifty-eight percent 
of accounts payable managers believe that increased automation would 
improve their department’s productivity.4 Manual invoice processing results in 
costly and error-prone keying of invoice data, lost or misplaced invoices, long 
approval, and exception resolution cycles (which result in late fees and missed 
discounts), compliance and security risks, high paper storage, and retrieval 
costs, delays uploading data on approved invoices to downstream systems, 
time-consuming supplier inquiries regarding invoice and payment status, and 
difficulty implementing best practices.

Seven percent of businesses rank staffing levels among their top accounts 
payable concerns – alongside hot-button issues such as reducing costs, 
accelerating cycle times, minimizing errors, and improving access to invoice 
information.5

Why Accounts Payable is a Tough Sell
But accounts payable departments will have a tough time attracting and 
retaining the top talent it craves until it automates the repetitive and menial 
tasks that take up so much of its staff’s time. 

Less than one-quarter of accounts payable departments operate in the type of 
highly automated environment that job candidates crave.6 

As a result, transaction processing takes up the lion’s share of an accounts 
payable practitioner’s time and attention at most departments. Overall, 84 
percent of staff time is dedicated to transaction processing, leaving just 16 
percent of staff time for data analysis, supplier management, and other types 
of value-added activities.7 

In most accounts payable departments, staff manually handle most of the 
invoices their business receives.8 What’s more, of the 69 full-time equivalents 
(FTEs) employed in accounts payable departments (on average across all 
locations), all but one FTE keys invoice data. 

It’s hard to get job candidates excited about paper shuffling and manual 
keying. 

Senior management’s perception that accounts payable is a tactical, back-
office function also turns off recruits with aspirations for advancement in 
finance. Only 13 percent of managers see accounts payable as a strategic 
partner that adds value.9 

4 Institute of Finance and Management’s (IOFM’s) AP Department Benchmarks and Analysis Report

5 Institute of Finance and Management’s (IOFM’s) AP Department Benchmarks and Analysis Report

6  IOFM

7  IOFM’s AP Department Benchmarks and Analysis Report

8  IOFM

9  Institute of Financial Operations (IFO)

Improving processes and 
automating manual processes 
ranked among the top accounts 
payable concerns for 41 percent 
and 33 percent, respectively. 1 

1  IOFM

of organizations spend more 
than 15 hours per week on 

accounts payable activities such as supplier 
onboarding, tax form collection, invoice 
processing, payment remittance, payment 
reconciliation, and tax reporting.1

1  TechValidate

of finance leaders 
predict that the 

accounts payable function’s 
influence will grow over the next 
few years.1

1  Shared Services Link

67%

of finance effort could be 
aligned to more value-driven 

activities through automation.1

1  PwC

40%

27%
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The perception of accounts payable held by most senior managers is hardly 
enthusiastic:  

• “Gets the work done” – 29.6 percent of senior managers

• “On my radar only when there is problem” – 24 percent of senior 
managers                                                                                                                                       

• “Efficient and accurate” – 20.4 percent of senior managers

• “A really strong team” – 9.26 percent of senior managers

Three percent of senior managers are not even familiar with their accounts 
payable department. 

How Automation Helps
For accounts payable to win the war for talent, it must rethink its day-to-day 
operations. 

And that starts with automation. 

Here are eight ways that automation enables accounts payable to find and 
keep exceptional talent:

1. Less time wasted looking for documents: No one wants to spend a 
lot of time rifling through file cabinets and cardboard boxes, especially 
millennials who are accustomed to instantly finding information via 
a mobile device. Nearly half of all accounts payable departments 
identify time spent searching for documents as a top challenge of 
paper-based processes.10 Between two percent and seven percent 
of all documents are misfiled, resulting in average handling costs of 
$120 per document.11 Because of paper-based processes, executives 
and their accounts payable staff spend 150 hours per year looking 
for these misplaced documents. Automation makes images and 
data instantly available to users, enabling accounts payable staff to 
waste less time searching for documents, resolving supplier inquiries, 
responding to auditor requests, generating Excel reports for senior 
managers and other stakeholders, and asking suppliers to replace 
misplaced documents. 

2. Fewer repetitive and menial transaction processing tasks: 
Inefficient invoice processes are a big drag on the productivity of 
front-line accounts payable staff, purchasers, senior management and 
suppliers. Automation frees accounts payable staff to spend more 
time on the things that matter most, such as data analysis, supplier 
management, and cleaning up the vendor master database.  
 
 
 
 

10  Association for Intelligent Information Management (AIIM)

11  Prism International

None of the senior managers 
organizations with more 
than $5 billion in annual 
revenues perceive their 

accounts payable department as a strategic 
partner.1

1  IFO

Automation eliminates the need for time-
consuming manual matching and approvals.

Ninety-one percent of finance leaders want to 
improve their accounts payable function’s level 
of automation.1 Forty-seven percent of finance 
leaders say their accounts payable function is 
not very automated.

1  Shared Services Link

Reducing paper-based processes 
is among the top accounts payable 
concerns for 19 percent of 
businesses.1

1  IOFM’s 2016 AP Key Performance Indicators Study
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Highly automated accounts payable departments process more than 
10 times as many invoices per full-time equivalent (FTE) compared to 
departments with a low level of automation.12 What’s more, best-in-
class accounts payable departments spend less than one-quarter as 
much time processing an invoice compared to their less-automated 
peers.13 Automation eliminates many of the time-consuming tasks 
associated with processing purchase order (PO)-based and non-PO 
based invoices. Invoices from any delivery channel, and in format, 
are received, digitized and standardized, and aggregated into single 
platform. Data capture technology extracts supplier, header, and 
line-item data (such as amounts) from invoices that are received 
as paper or electronically. Invoices then are matched with POs and 
proof-of-delivery documents. Invoices that require approval (such as 
non-PO-based invoices) or exceptions handling are digitally routed 
based on pre-set workflows. And automation ensures that invoices 
requiring review are always sent to the appropriate person; automation 
eliminates the possibility that invoices will become lost, misfiled, or 
“stuck” on the desk of an approver who is out of the office. What’s 
more, automation addresses any invoice type, including PO-based 
invoices, non-PO invoices, recurring invoices, invoices for utilities/
production, and supplier credits. 

3. No more paper cuts: Imagine processing invoices without ever 
having to touch them. Straight-through processing enables accounts 
payable staff to do just that. The technology enables invoices to be 
automatically matched to a PO or proof-of-delivery document and 
paid to the most advantageous terms, without a single employee 
having to handle them. Two technologies make this possible: scanning 
and OCR, which allows for the digitization and capture of critical 
invoice data from inbound paper or e-mail invoices, and electronic 
invoicing, which facilitates the receipt of invoices in digital form 
either through a supplier portal or through an electronic invoicing 
network and are automatically validated at the point of submission. 
Straight-through processing pays the biggest dividends for accounts 
payable departments with a high-level of recurring invoices or PO-
matched invoices, a lot of low-value invoices, and suppliers that have 
historically had a low volume of exceptions.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      

12  IOFM

13  Ardent Partners

Lost or mishandled invoices can add three 
to seven days to the time required to process 
invoices, studies show.

Highly automated accounts 
payable departments match 
90 percent of their PO-based 
invoices on the first pass.1

1  IOFM

of CFOs measure accounts 
payable performance based  

on cash management metrics such as early-
payment discounts captured.1

1  Ardent Partners

3-7  
DAYS

36%
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17%

4. Fewer stressful calls from suppliers: No one likes confrontation. 
An online portal significantly reduces the potential for confrontational 
calls and e-mails into an accounts payable department by providing 
suppliers with instant confirmation that their invoice has been received, 
as well as real-time visibility into the status of invoices and payments. 
Invoice information is available from the time an invoice is received, 
through final payments. An online portal also enables buyers and 
suppliers to interact online. The visibility provided by an online portal 
is extremely appealing to suppliers, which can strengthen relationships 
between partners. Improving visibility into cash flow is a top priority 
for CFOs. The real-time access to information provided by an online 
portal helps CFOs make smarter decisions regarding their cash. An 
online portal also enables buyers to extend early payment discount 
offers, request information on exceptions, and collect tax documents 
or banking details.   

5. Higher perceived value for accounts payable across the 
enterprise: The perception that accounts payable is a tactical  
back-office function is one reason that it’s so hard to recruit and retain 
talent in the department. Automation changes that by transforming 
accounts payable into a profit center through the capture of early 
payment discounts and cash-back rebates on supplier payments 
made via card. The faster cycle times, enabled by automation, opens 
the door to more early payment discount opportunities. Once an 
invoice is approved for payment, the buyer presents the supplier with 
options for early-payment via e-mail or an online portal. The earlier 
the payment before the invoice due date, the bigger the discount; the 
shorter the time before the invoice due date, the smaller the discount. 
The savings from early-payment discounts add up. Top performers 
capture 7-times more early-payment discounts as a percentage of 
spend as their peers.14 That means that a $1 billion-revenue company 
that previously captured $200,000 annually in early-payment discounts 
stands to gain $1.4 million a year in additional early-payment 
discounts through automation. Similarly, it’s not uncommon for 
accounts payable departments to earn enough in cash-back rebates 
on supplier payments made via virtual card to offset the cost of labor. 
Who wouldn’t want to work in a department that is delivering so much 
enterprise value?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    

14  The Hackett Group

High levels of automation clears 
the way for businesses to pay 
more of the invoices they receive 
within the discount period.1

1  IOFM’s AP Department Benchmarking & Analysis Report

Visibility into supplier payments 
means executives can design a 
more detailed cash management 
strategy.

of businesses identify invoice 
data entry as their top 

challenge, while invoice coding is the top 
challenge for 15 percent of accounts payables 
departments.1

1  IOFM
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6. An end to pivot tables and complex spreadsheet formulas: 
Effectively managing cash flow and spending requires real-time 
insights into payables information. In many businesses, accounts 
payable staff are burdened with manually generating Excel 
spreadsheets on key financial metrics such as payment details, Days 
Payables Outstanding (DPO), Days Sales Outstanding (DSO), and 
Days Inventory Outstanding (DIO). Automation provides accounts 
payable staff with instant visibility and reporting across the procure-
to-pay lifecycle, eliminating the hassle of generating spreadsheets. 
Dashboards deliver real-time access to information in a centralized, 
intuitive interface that creates reports in one usable format. And a 
comprehensive view of each transaction, from purchase order to 
payment, enables faster, better informed decision making. Monitoring 
DIO, DSO, and DPO provides business with real-time, insights into 
where improvements can be made to help increase working capital

7. No more employee uncertainty about where they stand: Staff 
wants to know whether they are meeting expectations. Automation 
provides staff with fast, frequent, real-time information on their 
individual performance, from anywhere, at any time. With just a few 
keystrokes on their PC, laptop, or mobile device, staff can access 
instant, complete visibility into their productivity, such as the average 
number of invoices processed per hour. This kind of visibility keeps 
staff current on their performance and helps them build upon their 
strengths and close performance gaps, driving ongoing performance 
improvements. And this visibility helps managers identify areas where 
individuals may need more training or help.  

8. Free up money to invest in the accounts payable function: The 
average cost to process an invoice stands at a staggering $12.90.15 
Importantly, there is little correlation between average invoice 
processing costs and the size of an organization. Money wasted on 
inefficient invoice processes is money that cannot be invested in the 
accounts payable department (think: coffee makers, training, staff 
outings, salaries, and bonuses). Automation eliminates the manual 
processes that drive up the cost of accounts payable processing: 

• Keying invoice information

• Matching invoices with POs and proof-of-delivery documents

• Tracking down purchasers

• Physically routing invoices for approval

• Back-and-forth phone calls to resolve exceptions

• Searching for lost or misplaced invoices

• Filing and retrieving invoices

• Setting up payments

• Reconciling payments

• Resolving payment issues

• Preparing reports

• Gathering information for auditors

15  AIIM

Reducing operations costs is a priority for 
senior executives: controllers rank reducing 
costs as their second most-important priority.1

1  IOFM’s Senior Finance Executive Survey

R E D U C E D C O S T S
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Based on benchmarks for invoice processing costs, an accounts payable 
department that processes 5,000 invoices per month stands to save $55,650 
per month ($64,500 per month versus $8,850 per month) and $667,800 
annually through accounts payable automation.16 That’s a lot of money that 
can be reinvested in the department. 

Conclusion
Benchmarking data finds that winning the fight for talent delivers big dividends 
for businesses.17

• Businesses with engaged employees report 33 percent higher 
productivity

• Businesses with satisfied employees report 51 percent lower turnover

• Businesses with engaged employees report 2.5x increase in 
performance-related outcomes

Automation helps accounts payable attract and retain top talent by creating 
a digital and strategic environment that is less centered on paper shuffling, 
data entry, pivot tables, stressful supplier inquiries, and uncertainty on how 
staff is performing. Moreover, automation frees staff to focus on strategic and 
analytical activities such as supplier management and cash flow and business 
analysis, while significantly raising the standing of accounts payable – and its 
staff – across the enterprise.  

The emerging finance environment requires accounts payable to rethink its 
approach to talent. 

Automation empowers accounts payable to meet the challenge. 

About Corcentric
Corcentric is a leading provider of procurement and finance solutions 
that transform how companies purchase, pay, and get paid. Corcentric’s 
procurement, accounts payable, and accounts receivable solutions empower 
companies to spend smarter, optimize cash flow, and drive profitability. Since 
1996, more than 6,000 customers from the middle market to the Fortune 1000 
have used Corcentric to unlock new potential within their enterprise. Learn 
more at corcentric.com.

16  IOFM and AIIM

17  PwC

IOFM and AIIM

 IOFM’s Senior Finance Executive Survey

 PwC

About the AP & P2P Network

The AP & P2P Network is the leading provider 
of training, education and certification 
programs specifically for Accounts Payable, 
Procure-to-Pay, Global and Shared Services 
professionals as well as Controllers and their 
F&A teams.

Membership to the AP & P2P Network  
(www.app2p.com) provides 
comprehensive tools and resources to financial 
operations professionals who manage or are 
deeply involved in the Accounts Payable and 
Procure-to-Pay process.  

Focus areas include best practices for every 
AP & P2P function; AP & P2P metrics and 
benchmarking data; tax and regulatory 
compliance (e.g. 1099, 1042-S, W-9, W-8, 
Sales & Use Tax, Escheatment, VAT, Canadian 
Tax, Internal Controls); solutions to real-world 
problems challenging your department; AP 
& P2P automation case studies; member 
Q&A networking forums, Ask the Experts, 
calculators, and more than 300 downloadable, 
customizable AP & P2P policies, flowcharts, 
templates and internal control checklists.

A membership to the AP & P2P Network 
provides tangible ROI to any organization – 
saving your organization time, money and 
keeping you compliant.

Over 10,000 professionals have been certified 
as an Accredited Payables Specialist or 
Manager (available in English, Simple Chinese 
and Spanish), and Certified Professional 
Controller through the AP & P2P Network and 
its parent company, the Institute of Finance  
& Management.

AP & P2P Network also hosts the Accounts 
Payable and Procure-to-Pay Conference and 
Expo (Spring and Fall), designed to facilitate 
education and peer networking. 

The AP & P2P Network is produced by the 
Institute of Finance and Management (IOFM), 
which is the leading organization providing 
training, education and certification programs 
specifically for professionals in Accounts 
Payable, Procure-to-Pay, Accounts Receivable 
and Order-to-Cash, as well as key tax and 
compliance resources for Global and Shared 
Services professionals, Controllers and their 
F&A teams. With a universe of over 100,000 
financial operations professionals, IOFM is the 
trusted source of information in the rapidly 
evolving field of financial operations.

http://corcentric.com
http://www.app2p.com

